It is shown that quasi-similar hyponormal operators have equal spectra.
Proof. For any g in K, \\Bg\\ =(Bg, Bg)1/> = iB*Bg, g)* <(||B*Bg||||g||)K <(|B2«iiyi)*<H<iB2«« + ii«ii).
Letting g = gn+2 we see that ||gn+1|| < 54(||gJ| + ||gn+2l|), so the sequence {||g j|! is convex and the conclusion follows at once. Thus the spectrum of A is the same as that of B. (Note that the injectivity of the interwining maps was never used.) □ Theorem 1 and both lemmas remain true if we assume only that B is paranormal (defining condition: ||Bg|| < \\B g\\ \\g\\ for all g in K) rather
